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%e consider the interaction of the magnetically superfiuid" phase of superAuid 'He-8 —the
coherently and homogeneously precessing domain (HPD) —with the walls of container. We show that

the HPD does not wet the vertical walls, and in a small applied field gradient an extreme nonwetting
takes place: the walls are completely coated by the "magnetically nonsuperfluid" phase. The relation
of this phenomenon to the experiments with HPD at low temperature is discussed.

PACS numbers: 67.57.Np, 03.75.Fi, 67.57.Lm, 68.45.Gd

Recently a new class of coherent quantum states has
been found. They occur only as dynamic states which we
refer to as magnetic (or spin) superfluidity. The first repre-
sentative of the magnetic superfluids is the homogeneously
precessing domain (HPD) [1],observed in superfluid He-
B. The crucial property of the HPD is that the Larmor pre-
cession spontaneously acquires coherent phase throughout
the sample even in inhomogeneous external magnetic field.
This is equivalent to the phase-coherent Bose condensate
in (mass) superfluids and superconductors. Many conse-
quences of the phase coherence have been experimentally
verified, such as supercurrent transport of magnetization,
phase slippage at critical current, spin-current Josephson
effect, quantized spin-current vortex, etc. It was found that
in an applied gradient of magnetic field the "magnetically
superfluid" phase (HPD) can coexist with the "magneti-
cally normal" phase, represented by the stationary state of
3He-B [stationary domain (SD)].Two phases are separated

by a domain boundary. We discuss the wetting phenome-
non of these quantum phases of He-B.

The main feature of the spin superfluidity is the off-
diagonal long-range order (ODLRO), first introduced by
Penrose and Onsager [2] and Yang [3] for the mass
superfluidity. In the latter case the ODLRO is rep-
resented by the order parameter which is a finite ex-
pectation value of the particle creation or annihilation
operators qr = (a) = [4'[e'l@ t"~ in superfluid [4] He and
F„- = (a;a;) = [F;~e'l~ '"' in superconductors, where

p, is the chemical potential and 4 is the coherent phase.
The ODLRO in the system of the Larmor precessing spins
is obtained by the following analogy: (i) The role of par-
ticle number operator n is played by the projection S, of
spin operator on the external magnetic field H. This is a
conserved quantity if one neglects the spin-orbit interac-
tion. (ii) The spin creation and annihilation operators S
substitute the particle-nonconserving operators. (iii) The
precession frequency ~ corresponds to the chemical po-
tential, while (iv) the Zeeman energy Ez = yHS, cor-—
responds to the particle energy nU in an external scalar

potential. As a result the ODLRO in a spin system is
given by the expectation value of the spin-lowering op-
erator (S ) = QS —S, e'~@+ 'l, where 4 now is the co-
herent phase of the precession.

The precession may be stable and coherent only if the
following two conditions are satisfied: (v) The internal

energy of the spin liquid En(S, ) (usually this is the dipole-
dipole interaction) is the concave function of S„ in the
same way as the concave shape of the internal energy
e(n) prevents phase separation in a liquid. (vi) The phase
coherence is supported by the spin rigidity: the energy

depends on the gradient of phase EG = (K/2)(V4)2,
where the stiffness K plays the part of the superfluid
density in mass superfluids. These conditions are satisfied
for Larinor precession in 3He-B in which the dipole
energy has the concave form (see review book [4])

ED = 4(A/y )Ai(cosA + 1/4)'0( —cosA —1/4), (1)
where A is the tipping angle of precessing magnetization

5, = Scos A, g the magnetic susceptibility of He-B, y
the gyromagnetic ratio for the He nucleus, S = gH/y,
Qt. the Leggett frequency, and 0 the step function. The
magnetic stiffness is supported by the stiffness of the
superfluid order parameter. This state was called HPD.
The existence of the other magnetically superfluid phases
both in He-B and in He-A has also been proposed
[5]. Moreover, the magnetic superfluidity can arise in

substances which do not display the spin rigidity in

stationary state: in the He- He solution the Larmor
precession spontaneously evolves into the phase coherent
2D structure [6].

The HPD state is obtained by application of pulsed
NMR or cw NMR techniques. In the latter case a small
rf field compensates the dissipation of S, caused by dipole
interaction. The frequency cu of the rf field plays the
part of the chemical potential. It serves as a Lagrange
multiplier in the term EL = —AS, and defines the steady
state S, which corresponds to the resonance frequency co..

co —pH = BEg)

BS,
(2)
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In the same way the fixed chemical potential determines
the equilibrium particle density in Auids.

The coherent precession represents a state with sponta-
neously broken symmetry: the relevant symmetry, which
is broken, is related to the Larinor theorem (see below).
The symmetry can be broken in a different way produc-
ing different phases of magnetic superfluidity, which can
coexist with each other and with the magnetically non-
superAuid state. In He-B the presence of a small field
gradient H(z) = (cu/y) —z[VH(, which is equivalent to
the gravity field, separates the precessing state into two
domains, HPD with cos A. = —1/4 in the low-field re-
gion, z ) 0, and the stationary state with S, = S in the
high-field region, z & 0. This horizontal interface be-
tween domains turns into a meniscus because the bound-

ary conditions at the side walls of the container prefer
the stationary domain. The conventional analysis of the
meniscus in terms of the wetting angle cannot be applied
here because, due to specific form of the dipole energy
in Eq. (1), the interface has no internal length scale. The
thickness is determined by the applied V'H, as in the case
of phases separated by the second order phase transition,
and one must consider the texture —the continuous dis-
tribution of the He Border -parameter across the inter-
face. Here we consider such an extreme case that, close
to the wall, the HPD-SD interface is nearly parallel to
the vertical wall and forms the 1D texture (see Fig. 1).

In a conventional experimental situation the dipole en-

ergy has the intermediate value yHS, » ED » ~(yH—
~)S, ) between the Zeeman energy and the uncompensated
energy of the magnetic field, which is usually called the

0 Xo

S
)&A

L S

FIG. 1. The spin S and orbital momentum L distribution
inside the cylindrical chamber within the considered model
of the interface between the magnetically superfluid phase of
'He-8 (HPD) and the magnetically normal phase (SD) in the
limit of small gradient of the magnetic field applied along
z. Near the vertical wall the SD is more favorable since its
orbital momentum L can be oriented along the normal to the
wall to minimize the surface energy. The solid line marks
the surface where the dynamical texture of the HPD contacts
the stationary texture of SD. The dashed line illustrates the
extension of the dynamical n texture within the HPD state.
The thickness of the SD region near the vertical wall and the
thickness of the adjacent dynamical n texture are defined by the
length A(z) = c~~/Qcu[co —yH(z)].
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spectroscopic energy. Thus, on one hand, Fo may be con-
sidered as perturbation, and, on the other hand, it essen-
tially exceeds the energy of inhomogeneity, produced by
the field gradient. When FD is neglected compared to the
Zeeman energy, the general solution for the free precess-
ing state can be obtained using the Larmor theorem. It
states that in a system rotating with the Larmor frequency
~ = yH, the effect of the magnetic field is removed and

the symmetry group of the solid-body spin rotations SO3
is restored ("tilde" means that the rotations are in the rotat-

ing frame). The full group of symmetry transformations

6 = SO3 x SO3 includes also the orbital rotations SO3 ill

the laboratory frame and this symmetry G is spontaneously
broken in the magnetically superAuid phases of He-8 or
He-A.

All the degenerate states of the coherent Larmor pre-
cession are found by applying the symmetry operations
G to some initial state. If one chooses as the initial
state the equilibrium state with the stationary spin den-

sity Sl ) = gH/y and with an equihbrium value of the
3Pp order parameter of the He-B, A; = 6;, one obtains(0)

the general solution for the free Larrnor precession [5]:
A;(t) = 0 p(z, cut)Rp~O—~„(z,rut)R;„, (3)

S (t) = 0 p(z, art)RpyO—y„(z, cut)S~ '. (4)

Here R;k is the time-independent matrix of orbital(L)

rotations S03 in the laboratory frame and Rp& is the1, (s)

time-independent matrix of spin rotations SO3 in the
precessing frame. The time-dependent matrix 0»(z, cut)
of rotation about the axis z by the angle cut describes the
transition from laboratory frame to rotating one. Another
important quantity, the orbital momentum of Cooper pairs
L; = A;S, is the dynamical invariant of precession:
since the dipole coupling is neglected, this orbital vector
does not depend on time.

The five-dimensional degeneracy of the Lariaor pre-
cession in Eq. (3) is lifted by the dipole energy Fz& tx

(A;;A,, + A;, A, ;) (see [4]), which chooses two manifolds.

(i) The stationary state (SD) has Rls) = 1 and R&L) =
R(n, Hp), where R(n, 80) is the conventional B-phase
matrix which describes the rotation by a "magic" angle
80 = arccos( —1/4) = 104 about arbitrary axis n. In
this state the magnetization is fixed, yS = gH, while
the orbital momentum L = R(n, eo)S has an arbitrary
orientation within the cone of 104'.

(ii) The precessing (magnetically superfiuid) phase is
the mirror image of the stationary state: R L~ = l, R
R(n, 8o). This means that now the orbital momentum,
which is fixedL=, gH/y, while the magnetization in

the precessing frame, S = R(n, 80)L, is oriented arbitrar-

ily within the cone, A ~ l04 . The L 5 cross sym-

metry between the precessing and stationary states is the
manifestation of the broken relative spin-orbital symmetry
in He-B [7].

In both phases the coset space of degenerate states
is a unit sphere of the vector n. For the magnetically
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superfluid phase the vector n is time independent in
the precessing frame, while in the laboratory frame n(t)
= [sinP cos(4 + cot);sinP sin(4 + c()t);cosP], which
means that the phase 4 of coherent precession is an
azimuthal angle of the degeneracy parameter n.

The spherical degeneracy of the HPD state is further
lifted by the smaller spectroscopic energy
E„=(c() —yH)S, = t()(c() —yH)(5 cos P —1),X

4y2
(5)

which discriminates between different n: in the region
yH ( ru the equilibrium state has P = m/2 which cor-
responds to HPD, while the region yH & p) supports the
state with P = 0, which already belongs to the manifold
of the stationary states.

Another energy which discriminates between the mag-
netically superfluid HPD and the magnetically nonsuper-
fluid SD is the surface energy at the container wall orient-

ing the orbital momentum along the normal t to the wall:

F = d(y/r)'(L X ~)'. (6)
This energy makes the HPD phase with its fixed L ([ z

energetically unfavorable on the side wall where t t z.
For the SD phase Eq. (6) is completely minimized on both
vertical and horizontal walls by appropriate orientation of
L (this corresponds to the following orientation of n on
the side wall: cos P = 1/5, C) = m/3). This produces the
surface tension of the HPD phase at the side wall,

crHpD = dH, (7)
and suggests that even in the region where yH ( p) and
the HPD state is favorable in bulk due to the spectroscopic
energy in Eq. (5), the side wall can be coated by the SD
phase. We consider the structure of the surface layer in
such an extreme limit of nonwetting, that the bulk HPD
phase transforms into the SD phase at the vertical wall.

The relevant energies which determine such surface
texture are of the smallest scale: the spectroscopic energy
(5) and the gradient energy Eo(n) of n field. In the region
of SD, at 0 ( x ( xp, where x is along the normal to the
wall, one has the conventional gradient energy (see [8])

EG(SD) = —ici(1 —cos Hp)(8„n) —, (ci —cia)—

X [sin Hp8„n„

+ (1 —cosHp)(n, B,n, —n, 8„n,)] ~.

(g)
Further we use the relation for spin wave velocity
anisotropy, valid for the Ginzburg-Landau approach:

c~ = 4c~~. The gradient energy in the HPD phase at
x ~ xp is obtained from Eq. (8) after averaging over the
fast precession of n(t):

EG(HPD) = — c~~(53(8 + 3P cos P + 51C) sin P
x
y2 256

+ 54 sin P cos (8 —2v154'P'sin P),

where C)' and )8' are spatial derivatives.

VH (d ) (c()i
H E5g) &cubi)

(13)

n
Z
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FIG. 2. The calculated profile of the order parameter com-
ponent n, within the vertical interface in the units of length
A = c(~/Qcu(cu —yH). The vector n is stationary in the SD
region and is precessing in the HPD region. In the place of
the contact between the phases the n vector is parallel to 0 to
match the precessing and nonprccessing textures.
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Now one can solve in each domain the Euler-Lagrange
equations, which follow from the minimization procedure.
At the wall (x = 0) the boundary condition for the station-

ary n vector of SD is determined by the surface energy
(6). The condition on the boundary between the HPD and
SD textures (solid line in Fig. 1) is P(xp) = 0 to match
the precessing and nonprecessing n vectors. The resulting
dependence of n, = cos(8 is shown in Fig. 2. The point
xp, at which n, = cos P = 1, marks the surface where the

precessing vector n of HPD at x ) xp transforms to the
stationary vector n of SD at x & xp. The thickness xp of
the SD layer is determined by the condition of equal pres-
sures on HPD and SD sides:

xo = 1.088c~)/)tre(ra —yH); ((0)

it decreases as z ')2, thus the height of the meniscus in-

creases as z 0( 1/x2. The textural energy in the SD re-
gion is 2. 72(g/ y)c~~[p)(t() —yH)]')z, while the excess of
energy in the HPD phase due to texture is 2.32(g/y2) X

c~~[tp(p)
—yH)]')z, which together give the surface ten-

sion of the HPD at the wall in the nonwetting regime:

rr, , = 5.04(g/y )c~~~)(ra(ra —yH) (1().
We considered the regime of the extreme nonwetting

of HPD at the wall when the SD layer, which wets the
side wall, is almost vertical. Let us find the condition
when this can occur. On one hand the surface tension in

Eq. (11) should be smaller than the tension O'HpD = dH
of pure HPD. At the point z = W where (T„,„ t(z =
W) = o Hpo the HPD starts wetting the walls. This point
marks the height of the meniscus. On the other hand
the vertical slope of the HPD-SD interface means that

dxp/dz (& 1. This gives the following limitation on the
extreme nonwetting regime:

«z~l II I, (12)
(c))l (VH&( ' ( dt() ~ (VH'l

EEC))I ( H ) (5.04gcii) ( H )
which requires the following condition on the field
gradient:
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Thus we have two competing extreme regimes of HPD
distinguished by the surface states: when Eq. (13) is ful-
filled the HPD-SD interface has a huge meniscus with al-
most zero wetting angle. As the field gradient is increased
this state continuously evolves: both the thickness of the
texture and the meniscus height W decrease and in the
opposite extreme regime of high gradients the HPD-SD
interface becomes horizontal. This horizontal HPD-SD
boundary is represented by the dynamical texture of thick-

ness AF = (—')zl3{ 0 ) 'l3 earlier calculated by Fomin [9];
it is shown schematically as the region between the hori-
zontal parts of the dashed and solid lines in Fig. 1.

There are two experiments, which together allow us to
estimate d in Eq. (13). The first one measures the g shift
in the transverse NMR on 3He-B [10];this shift is related
to the B-phase magnetic anisotropy energy —a{n H)'
by g = (4/5)a/g [11]. Another one measures the ratio
d/a from the textural transitions in rotating 3He-B [12].
Together they give d/g = (5/4)(d/a)g. Let us estimate
this at low pressure P = 0 bar. According to [10] the g
shift was found to decrease from 7.5 x 10 at T = T,
to 4.5 X 10 6 at low T, while according to [12] d/a is
= 1.7(1 —T/T, ) cm in the intermediate T, which being
extrapolated to low T gives d/a —1.7 cm. Thus at low
T one has an estimate d/g = 10 ' cm. With the value
of c~~

—2 x 10 cm/s and for the frequency cu = 2n. x
106 Hz, the condition (13) gives the upper limit of the
field gradient: VH/H ( 10 3 cm '. This is on the order
of magnitude of the experimental field gradients.

An extreme nonwetting is achievable only in the region
of the lowest temperatures, high NMR frequencies, and
relatively small gradients. Exactly these conditions have
been applied to the experiments, where an extremely
long induction signal has been observed [13]. Actually
there are two regimes with different relaxation times
observed at low temperature. It is tempting to identify
that with a very long relaxation time [13] with the
HPD completely coated by SD at the wall: the absence
of the contact between the HPD and the wall would
eliminate the surface relaxation of HPD, which is thought
to be the dominating source of relaxation at low T.
Estimation of the right-hand side of Eq. (13) can support
this identification. However, the wetting arguments alone
cannot explain the new regime with very long relaxation.
Moreover, in the low-temperature experiments in Moscow
[14] the peculiar but possibly similar behavior has been
observed at lower frequency which, according to Eq. (13),
corresponds to essentially higher relative field gradients.
Therefore this anomalously long relaxation can signify
a new class of magnetic superAuidity. Nevertheless, the
wetting phenomenon should be an essential element of
any theory of magnetic superAuidity, and the approach
developed here on the example of the "conventional"
HPD state should be extended to new classes.

A small (nonextreme) meniscus explains the results
of experiments with the spin supercurrent through the

relatively thin channel [15]. It was observed that some
extra frequency difference 6cu should be applied to push
the HPD phase through the channel. Our result shows two
important conditions at which the wetting effects of the
magnetic superfluidity can be measured experimentally:
these are the relatively small gradient of magnetic field
and the high NMR frequency. The effects can be
observed by filling the thin channels with the HPD or by
measuring the capillary waves on the HPD-SD interface.

In conclusion, we found that the magnetically super-
fluid phase of He-8 —HPD —does not wet the side wa11

of the container. At low pressure and in a low applied
field gradient there is crossover to an extreme regime
of the coherent precession: the side wall of container is
coated by the magnetically nonsuperfluid phase with the
almost zero wetting angle.
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